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AI FUNDING IN 2021 REACHED A NEW LEVEL
• In 2021, AI funding almost doubled
compared to 2020 to reach new levels
at USD 90 Bn+, for almost the same
number of funding rounds. This is
mainly driven by mega-rounds of
funding (i.e., deals above USD 100Mn)
and
the
increasing
share
of
investments in later stage rounds vs
seed/ Series A rounds, as the AI
industry is becoming more mature.
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• AI M&A and IPO activities have also
significantly increased compared to
2020 data. Some examples from this
year include the IPO of UiPath (a
software company valued at USD 35
Bn at IPO) and the acquisition of
Nuance Communications (a company
that provides conversational AI) by
Microsoft for USD ~20 Bn.

THE US IS THE LEADING DESTINATION FOR AI FUNDING;
AI HEALTH AND AI MOBILITY ARE GETTING TRACTION
Top Countries with Private Investment
Funding of AI Companies
(in USD Bn) 2021

Top Industries with Private Investment
Funding of AI Companies , 2021
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• The Healthcare AI sector remains one of
the leading sectors in attracting funding.
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• This sector’s strong growth is mainly
driven by the abundance of data (from
patients, smartphones, etc.) coupled with
the need for more efficacity and
precision, and better care.
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• Mega-rounds of funding were mainly
for US and China-based companies.
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• The Mobility AI sector is witnessing
mega-rounds of funding. Investors are
particularly looking for opportunities to
invest in autonomous (a.k.a. self-driving)
vehicle technologies .

• Investments were predominantly in seed
and early-stage ventures. The US is a top
destination for the industry, and the UK
leads the sector in Europe.

• One of the largest investments in size
was the USD 5 Bn debt provided to
Cruise, a self-driving vehicle company
owned by General Motors..

AI ADOPTION CONTINUES TO RISE
• AI adoption in 2021 continues to grow across industries and geographies achieving
new levels (based on the State of AI 2021 by Mckinsey, 56% of the survey’s
respondents reported AI adoption in at least one function compared to 50% in
2020). And that is because:
−

the technology is becoming more mature and more accessible,

−

businesses are facing more competition and are rethinking their business
model to boost productivity,

−

companies are recovering from COVID-19 and are looking for ways to be more
resilient.

• Business leaders who are resisting AI adoption worry mainly about the lack of AI
expertise in their organization, data complexity, and lack of tools to develop AI
models (based on the Global AI Adoption Index 2021 by IBM).
• The main perceived risks of AI adoption remain the threat of “cyber-incidents”.
• AI adoption will continue to grow as more companies are planning to increase their
AI spending (based on the Mckinsey 2021 survey, 2/3 of respondents confirmed that
their AI investments will increase in the next 3 years).
Source: Literature search, SNGLR Group analysis
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USE CASES IN 2021 WE LIKED THE MOST
Meet the new chatbot negotiator

AI-designed drugs start clinical trials

Some of the world’s largest corporations (e.g. Walmart)
employ a special chatbot for contract negotiations. The
AI, that also incorporates psychology-based tactics, did
improve profitability from supplier deals.

A molecule discovered with the help of AI entered
clinical trials. Exscientia announced the start of a US
phase 1 clinical trial for DSP-0038, a drug to treat the
psychosis of Alzheimer's disease.

This chip will design a better chip

Royal Navy’s AI tracks incoming missiles

Google, Nvidia, Samsung and others are using AI to
design new and better chip layouts. Google’s machine
learning took only six hours to design a chip that would
have taken weeks for human engineers.

The NATO training exercise “Formidable Shield” tested
the ability of AI systems on British warships to detect,
track and offer countermeasures for incoming missiles,
including supersonic weapons and ballistic missiles.

Computer vision for drowning prevention

Immersive 3D environments from pictures

A swimming pool in Ålesund, Norway, uses an AIpowered drowning detection system that monitors
human behaviour inside the pool and swiftly alerts the
staff if it spots someone drowning.

Generative AI models create immersive, photorealistic
3D environments from still pictures, extrapolating the
missing data and re-creating the scene. Many use cases
in videogames, simulations, VR and metaverse.

Driverless trucks lead the way

Legal deepfakes on the rise

TuSimple’s self-driving truck got a shipment crosscountry in the U.S. 10 hours faster than a human driver,
while FedEx uses autonomous trucks to haul parcels
between Dallas and Houston, a 500-mile round trip.

Actors are lending their face to be used in movies or
commercials without really being there. Bruce Willis’
face was used, with his consent, to create a (slightly
rejuvenated) deepfake for a Russian commercial.

Source: Literature search, SNGLR Group analysis
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AI REGULATION WAS A HOT TOPIC IN 2021
2021 was the year when the European Union, the United States and China all launched
governance initiatives at regulating artificial intelligence. As AI is getting more pervasive, and
as it is being used in critical industries, politics started to notice it and wants to regulate it.
• In January, the United States established the National AI Initiative Office to implement a
national AI strategy, coordinating AI research and policymaking across government,
industry and academia.
• On April 21st, the European Commission (EU) released its proposed regulation on AI, the
“Artificial Intelligence Act” (AIA). The proposal aims to create a European legislative
framework to regulate AI that will apply world-wide, just like the GDPR.
Map of public AI initiatives worldwide

• On September 25th, China released the "New Generation Artificial Intelligence Code
of Ethics", a set of rules stating that AI-related activities shall comply with selected
fundamental ethical norms. Unlike the proposed EU regulation, China’s rules are
already in effect.
• Other AI regulation initiatives from China in 2021 include national standards for
grading autonomous driving, new regulations on the use of recommendation
algorithms and objectives for regulating algorithms in Internet services.
• Additional AI governance initiatives have been issued in 2021 by the UK (National AI
Strategy), Australia (AI Action Plan and the establishment of the National AI Centre),
Italy (National AI Strategy), among others.

Map source: OECD.AI (2021), powered by EC/OECD (2021), database
of national AI policies, accessed on 19/02/2022, https://oecd.ai.
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Source: Literature search, SNGLR Group analysis

AI ETHICS ISSUES WE FIND THE MOST PRESSING
Facial recognition is giving AI a bad rap
Facial recognition is in many ways the black sheep of artificial intelligence. More than any other
technology in recent years, it has been caught in the crossfire of privacy experts, human rights
activists, non-governmental organisations, press enquiries and - as a result - concerned citizens.
As soon as the first draft of the EU regulation proposal was out, in April, many associations and even
the European Data Protection Supervisor were critical of the lax rules for facial recognition, that was
banned in principle, but that could count on many loopholes allowing it to be used.
Then in September, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Michelle Bachelet, called for an
urgent moratorium on the sale and use of facial recognition systems, because they would pose a
serious risk to human rights.
Too many biases in Large Language Models

Artificial Intelligence can manipulate humans

A nurse is female, a doctor is male. A secretary is
female, a CEO is male. These are just a few of the many
instances of gender bias one can find in today’s large
language models (LLM), one of AI’s most celebrated
use cases. Religious biases abound as well, where
Muslims are associated with elements of violence and
Jews with elements connected to money. Neural
networks successfully emulate a human’s capacity for
talking and debating, but they inherit many of our
most despised biases.

A study by CSIRO, Australia’s national science agency,
has shown how AI can detect vulnerabilities in human
behaviour and exploit them in order to manipulate
human decision-making. The system uses a mix of
recurrent neural networks and reinforcement learning
and was used in three separate tests, being able to
influence humans with variable degrees of success in
all of them.

As long as LLMs exhibit such abhorrent biases, they
might be a liability for the organisations that use them,
and proper ethical checks will need to be set in place.
Source: Literature search, SNGLR Group analysis
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Findings are still quite abstract, as those tests only
marginally reflect real situations, but they stress the
need of an ethical oversight and common principles
for the technology, especially in AI systems that
support (manipulate?) human decision-making.

MORE AI STORIES FROM 2021 YOU CANNOT MISS
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AI Act

UK National Strategy

The EU proposed regulation for
artificial intelligence.

The UK wants to become an AI
superpower within 10 years.

learn more
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learn more

Metaverse

Foundation Models

AI is increasingly necessary for
the metaverse to take off.

Massive Language Models will
shape human-AI interaction.
learn more

learn more
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CLIP/DALL-E

Multimodal AI understands text
and pictures together.
learn more
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WE IDENTIFIED 5 MAIN AI PREDICTIONS FOR 2022
#1

Larger language models will help AI become a better
communicator

#2

Synthetic Big Data will make deep learning faster,
cheaper and legal

#3

Surge in “low-code AI” will allow more companies to
adopt AI

#4

Increased regulation will demand a more
understandable AI (XAI)

#5

Big Tech will acquire small AI & cybersecurity
startups
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AI PREDICTIONS FOR 2022
#1 – Larger language models will help AI become a better communicator
Background
Large Language Models (LLM) are AI systems that handle all sorts of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tasks, such as understanding text, generating text, interpreting and inferring information from text (e.g., AI
can recognise human emotions thanks to LLM). One famous example is GPT-3. They power chatbots, digital
assistants, most Human-AI interaction, and now they can even develop computer code.
Why will it happen?
With LLMs, size (measured in parameters)
does matter. Larger systems produce better
results, therefore the name of the game is to
create always larger models. Huge resources
are required to train these massive neural
networks, limiting the race only to Big Tech
and some countries, but the game is on.
GPT-3 (2020) had 175 billion parameters; the
largest LLM so far is the Chinese Wu Dao 2.0
(2021) with 1.75 trillion parameters, but this year
GPT-4 is slated to up the ante again.
Source: SNGLR Group analysis
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AI PREDICTIONS FOR 2022
#2 – Synthetic Big Data will make deep learning faster, cheaper and legal
Background
Synthetic data is artificially created data, which is produced by algorithms rather than generated from the
environment and then collected. Synthetic data is then used to train other machine learning (ML) algorithms,
either together with non-synthetic (natural) data or entirely by itself. Studies show that algorithms trained
with synthetic data are, in many cases, just as good as the ones trained with natural data.
Why will it happen?
Artificial intelligence is heavily data-intensive,
but massive, legally acquired datasets are
harder to come by. Capturing, labeling and
cleaning natural data can be extremely
resource-intensive, and can lead to biases and
privacy issues.

The use of artificially generated data to train
ML models is an increasingly viable solution,
as generative AI systems become more
reliable, especially for data-scarce, low-budget
or privacy-sensitive use cases.
Source: SNGLR Group analysis
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AI PREDICTIONS FOR 2022
#3 – Surge in “low-code AI” will allow more companies to adopt AI
Background
Low-code platforms employ software development methods that allow for visual creation of apps through an
intuitive graphical user interface. With such platforms, creating AI apps is as easy as point-and-click, with
minimal coding required. While low-code platforms reduce the need for coding, no-code platforms eliminate
the need completely.
Why will it happen?
As artificial intelligence use cases become
more pervasive and widespread through
industries worldwide, not every company will
be able to afford machine learning experts,
also considering a persistent shortage of AI
talents in all job markets.

For these reasons, the use of low-code or nocode AI platforms is expected to rise in most
industries. Such platforms allow companies
to implement AI apps faster, with more ease
and less reliance on ML engineers.
Source: SNGLR Group analysis
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AI PREDICTIONS FOR 2022
#4 – Increased regulation will demand a more understandable AI (XAI)
Background
Complex predictions originated from deep neural networks are notoriously difficult – if not entirely impossible
– to dissect and understand, leading to the “black box” principle, where humans can’t understand AI’s inner
workings. XAI, as in eXplainable AI, are methods and techniques that allow humans to understand why an
artificial intelligence system made a specific choice.
Why will it happen?
Regulators are pushing towards stronger
transparency in AI, especially if we’re going
to let it control or operate critical systems.
This will be more evident from Europe’s AI
Act discussions, where XAI methods may be
mandated by law. Legal responsibility will
also need to be managed by the industry.
If the transparency principle will be enforced
by law, companies will scramble to ensure
that their AI systems are transparent, leading
to a surge in XAI funding and popularity.
Source: SNGLR Group analysis
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AI PREDICTIONS FOR 2022
#5 – Big Tech will acquire small AI & cybersecurity startups
Background
Cybersecurity was one of the first widespread applications of modern artificial intelligence, as already years
ago many vendors integrated machine learning models into their security software to combat malware,
spam, phishing, etc. Cyber-criminals too are rapidly employing AI to re-design their attack patterns and
operate their unlawful activities to launch more effective incursions.
Why will it happen?
Earlier successes and strong use cases of ML
applications in cybersecurity accelerated a
new wave of fundamental research in AI &
security, which in turn increased funding
and traction for related startups and spinoffs.

As the arms race intensifies, big vendors
need to stay on par and integrate innovative
AI-based solutions into their offering, a
strategy that includes frequent startup and
scale-up M&A.
Source: SNGLR Group analysis
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AI can help your business too.
Let’s talk.
Zug, San Francisco, Rome, Dubai, Berlin
+41 79 488 88 52
ai@snglr.group

www.snglr.group
Linkedin.com/company/snglr-group
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We are not accepting donations, neither are we
featuring ads, promotions or paid mentions in our
briefings.
This document does not represent investment
advice. Do Your Own Research (DYOR) and
consider risks before investing.
© 2021-2022 all rights reserved

SNGLR CAN ASSIST YOU TO SUCCESSFULLY EMBRACE AI

ABOUT SNGLR
• SNGLR Group is a unique
combination
of
strategic
advisory, venture capital, and
technology development with a
focus on exponential technology
• We support our partners, startups and clients leading the way
with exponential technologies:
‒ Make better strategic and
tactical decisions for their
business,
‒ Do smart and strategic
investments, and
‒ Leverage and benefit from
technology, where it makes
sense.
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Our AI Offerings for Investment Companies include AI based Tools for
Sourcing Opportunities and AI Assessment for Investment Targets

